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Pure state entanglement transformations have been thought of as irreversible, with reversible
transformations generally only possible in the limit of many copies. Here, we show that reversible
entanglement transformations do not require processing on the many copy level, but can instead
be undertaken on individual systems, provided the amount of entanglement which is produced or
consumed is allowed to fluctuate. We derive necessary and sufficient conditions for entanglement
manipulations in this case. As a corollary, we derive an equation which quantifies the fluctuations
of entanglement, which is formally identical to the Jarzynski fluctuation equality found in ther-
modynamics. One can also relate a forward entanglement transformation to its reverse process in
terms of the entanglement cost of such a transformation, in a manner equivalent to the Crooks
relation. We show that a strong converse theorem for entanglement transformations is formally
related to the second law of thermodynamics, while the fact that the Schmidt rank of an entangled
state cannot increase is related to the third law of thermodynamics. Achievability of the protocols
is done by introducing an entanglement battery, a device which stores entanglement and uses an
amount of entanglement that is allowed to fluctuate but with an average cost which is still optimal.
This allows us to also solve the problem of partial entanglement recovery, and in fact, we show that
entanglement is fully recovered. Allowing the amount of consumed entanglement to fluctuate also
leads to improved and optimal entanglement dilution protocols.
I. INTRODUCTION
Entanglement is generally regarded as the essential fea-
ture of quantum mechanics. Originally introduced by
Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen [1] to argue that quan-
tum mechanics was not a complete theory of nature, and
shown by Bell to not be explainable by any locally re-
alistic theory [2], it is now regarded as the key resource
in quantum information theory. It allows for basic prim-
itives such as teleportation and quantum cryptography,
is seen as a key ingredient in the speed-up of quantum
computers, and is behind quantum advantages in com-
munication complexity and precision measurements. The
pioneering works of quantum information theory sought
to quantify entanglement [3–5], and provide conditions
for transformations between entangled states using only
Local Operations and Classical Communication (LOCC)
in the limit of sharing many copies of the same state. In
these works, one can think of entanglement as an aver-
age quantity, with entanglement manipulations generally
only being possible in the limit of sharing many copies of
the same quantum state.
This mirrors the early stages of the history of statis-
tical mechanics a century ago, when quantities such as
work and heat, while regarded as being a single num-
ber, are really average quantities which only emerge in
the thermodynamic limit. Indeed, the analogy between
thermodynamics and pure state entanglement transfor-
mations was made explicit in [6], as well as in the case of
mixed state entanglement manipulations with more lim-
ited success [7–11].
At around the same time as the resource theory of en-
tanglement was being developed, the Jarzynski equation,
and Crooks relation were discovered. These and other
results in Stochastic Thermodynamics give exact infor-
mation about the fluctuations of work and heat about
their average values [12–15]. This raises the question as
to whether one can understand entanglement as a fluc-
tuating quantity, from which we can understand some
of the present many copy results in entanglement theory
as a restriction to the case when we can only compute
average quantities. Indeed, it has recently been shown
that there is a connection between fluctuation theorems
and the majorization condition [16], raising the prospect
that fluctuation theorems have wider applicability. This
is because the majorization criteria and its generalization
is known to play an important role in both determining
state transformations in thermodynamics [17, 18], and in
single-copy pure state entanglement manipulation [19].
Here, we will see that we can in fact think of entan-
glement as a resource whose amount can fluctuate and
we derive a fluctuation theorem which quantifies the ex-
tent to which it can. In order to do this, we will need
to define what we mean by fluctuations of entanglement.
In some cases, we may be interested in processes which,
with probability P (w), coherently produce or consume
some amount w of maximally entangled pure states (or
ebits). We will find necessary and sufficient conditions
that this superposition of entanglement fluctuations has
to satisfy. Our conditions apply to all pure state trans-
formations, even those which probabilistically create a
pure target state from some ensemble. To achieve the
conditions, we introduce the notion of an entanglement
battery, which is a system which stores entanglement and
2introduce and prove the existence of the family of battery-
assisted LOCC protocols. The operations allowed on
such battery can add or consume entanglement from it
in a coherent manner, and the necessary and sufficient
conditions we derive will characterize this superposition.
In doing so, we find that this entanglement battery
can be used to perform tasks which were previously im-
possible. For example, pure state entanglement transfor-
mations, which are generally irreversible at the level of
single copies [19], become reversible. A special case of
this reversibility is entanglement concentration and dilu-
tion, two of the most basic primitives of entanglement
theory. In concentration, many copies of a pure state are
converted into many maximally entangled states while
dilution is the reverse process. Current protocols only
work in the asymptotic limit of infinitely many copies,
and while current concentration protocols are optimal,
dilution protocols are not. For general pure state trans-
formations, the rate of converting n copies of state |ψ〉AB
into m copies of the state |φ〉AB is given by
n
m
=
S (ψA)
S (φA)
(1)
with S (ρ) := − tr ρ log ρ, ψA = trB |ψ〉〈ψ|AB and sim-
ilarly for φA = trB |φ〉〈φ|AB . In this asymptotic limit,
state transitions become reversible, but only up to fac-
tors of order
√
n. So, while |ψ〉⊗nAB → |φ〉⊗mAB may be
possible by LOCC, it is generally the case that |φ〉⊗mAB →
|ψ〉⊗n−o(
√
n)
AB . Or, to put it another way, in the limit
of large n, the transition |ψ〉⊗nAB → |φ〉⊗nAB is possible,
consuming (producing) S(φA)−S(ψA) maximally entan-
gled states (ebits) on average, while the reverse process
|φ〉⊗nAB → |ψ〉⊗nAB is possible with the production (con-
sumption) of the same average number of ebits up to
factors of
√
n
n . In the limit of large n, the rates for the
forward and reverse process are the same, but the differ-
ence between the absolute number of ebits used diverges.
Although the average rate of entanglement consumed
or produced is given by S(φA)−S(ψA), this quantity will
fluctuate and in any instance of the protocol, the amount
of maximally entangled states which one obtains or con-
sumes will vary. Here, we derive a number of fluctuation
theorems which exactly characterize these fluctuations.
Thus far, the characterization of such fluctuations has
been unsolved, with the only progress being that one can
obtain the probability of concentrating to m ebits in the
regime of infinitely many input states, provided no con-
straints are put on the rest of the distribution [20].
Indeed, the result in [20] can be seen as the majoriza-
tion condition in the special case of the final state be-
ing maximally entangled. More generally, Nielsen [19]
showed that
|ψ〉AB → |φ〉AB (2)
is possible by LOCC, if and only if, the majorization
condition q (φ) ≻ p (ψ) holds, i.e. that
k∑
j=1
qj(φ) ≥
k∑
i=1
pi(ψ), ∀k (3)
with pi, qj being the eigenvalues of ψA, φA written in
non-increasing order p1 ≥ p2 ≥ · · · ≥ pd. Indeed, the
LOCC protocol which achieves any pure state transfor-
mation can be taken to consist of a POVM measurement
by Alice, followed by a unitary transformation by Bob
conditional on the result of Alice’s POVM [20]. That ma-
jorization is a necessary condition for a pure state trans-
formation suggests that single copy transformations are
irreversible, and typically, q(φ) ⊁ p(ψ) and q(φ) ⊀ p(ψ)
[19], meaning that no transition can happen in either di-
rection.
Surprisingly, we find this is not the case in the presence
of an entanglement battery. We will see that one can per-
form any pure state entanglement transformation at the
single copy level. Furthermore, we see that reversibility
on the single-copy level is restored in the presence of an
entanglement battery, and that we can exactly character-
ize the fluctuations of entanglement in the battery. As
a result, one does not need an infinite number of copies
of the input state to distill entanglement, but instead
the copies can be processed on the individual level. This
special case is reminiscent of the streaming entanglement
distillation protocols introduced in [21], where processing
is done one system at a time, albeit with a quantum mem-
ory of order logn. In the streaming protocol, ebits are
emitted after a lag of logn states have been processed,
thus the lag becomes infinite in the limit where we achieve
perfect entanglement concentration. Using the entangle-
ment battery, there is no lag, and the processing is truly
on the individual copy level.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II we
define the notion of an entanglement battery and of the
operations on it that yield entanglement fluctuations.
Then, in Section III we state all the main results, which
take the form of necessary and sufficient conditions on
those fluctuations. We first start from the more general
set of them, to them move to more specific constraints
akin to the so-called integral fluctuation theorems. We
finish the section with the analogue of Crooks’ theorem
for which a reverse process is defined. We finally con-
clude in Section IV, where we explain applications of our
results to open problems in entanglement theory such as
partial entanglement recovery or embezzlement, and we
briefly discuss the experimental feasibility of the proto-
cols. We place the proofs of the main results as well as
further details about the setting in the Appendix.
II. ENTANGLEMENT BATTERY AND
BATTERY-ASSISTED LOCC
Let us now introduce the notion of an entanglement
battery, and define the ways in which one can act on it.
3In analogy with the thermodynamic scenario [16], the
definition of entanglement “work” will be determined by
the restriction we impose on the type of transformations
we implement on the battery.
Just as an ordinary battery (such as a weight at height
h) stores energy which can be used to inject or store
work in the context of thermodynamics, the entangle-
ment battery can be thought of as a storage device for
entanglement. Just as work can be thought of as the
change in average energy of the battery or average height
of the weight, we will see that von Neumann entropy can
be thought of as the change in the average number of
maximally entangled states stored in the entanglement
battery.
We are interested in characterizing the entanglement
fluctuations of any state transformation. To do so, let us
begin by considering a natural set of battery states |ex〉
on a system A′B′ given by
|ex〉A′B′ =
(
1√
2
(|1〉|1〉+ |2〉|2〉)
)⊗x
⊗ (|0〉|0〉)⊗(n−x) ,
(4)
for some large n, i.e. they consist of x ebits, and n − x
pure product states. A common subset of LOCC proto-
cols that we want to characterise are those which coher-
ently produce or consume ebits with some probability.
Such protocols can be considered by taking A′B′ to
be a battery which starts off in state |ex〉A′B′ , and then,
if w ebits of entanglement are added or removed from
the battery, |ex〉A′B′ → |ex+w〉A′B′ provided x and n are
sufficiently large so that we avoid the top and bottom of
the battery. We will use the convention that positive w
corresponds to gaining entanglement, while negative w
corresponds to consuming it. Just as work is the raising
and lowering of the weight, here, we want to consider
the raising and lowering of the number of ebits by w and
we are interested in characterising the fluctuations in w
during the pure state LOCC transformation of Eq. (2).
We thus want to consider entanglement
gain/consumption, to be the process of raising/lowering
the number of ebits in the entanglement battery
with the raising/lowering operator defined through
∆w|ex〉A′B′ = |ex+w〉A′B′ , where x + w is understood
modulo n + 1 to ensure that ∆w is a unitary (though
we will pick the states on the battery to be such that
the top and bottom of the battery are never reached in
practice). If initially, the battery is found to be in state
|ex〉A′B′ , then the final superposition over |ex+w〉A′B′ ,∑
w
√
P (w)|ex+w〉A′B′ , gives us a probability distri-
bution over entanglement we call P (w). Note also
that either Alice or Bob can measure the amount of
entanglement in the battery resulting in the state |ex+w〉
with probability P (w) and revealing the entanglement
loss or gain. In general, we might want w to take on
non-integer values, and indeed one can easily consider
a set of battery states which allow this, as discussed in
Appendix A1.
In our protocols, we will consider more general initial
battery states of the form
|η〉A′B′ =
n∑
x=0
√
αx|ex〉A′B′ . (5)
What we require from the state of our battery |η〉A′B′ is
that, for any pure input |ψ〉 and output |φ〉 states of the
system, the LOCC transformation
|ψ〉AB ⊗ |η〉A′B′ −→ σABA′B′ ≈ |φ〉AB ⊗ |η′〉A′B′ (6)
can be achieved reversibly, with |η′〉A′B′ being a state of
the battery which is also useful for further arbitrary en-
tanglement transformations. This is a fairly strong con-
dition, because in order to ensure that the final state of
the system is pure, it must be virtually uncorrelated with
the battery.
In fact, we show that purity of the target state of the
system implies that in the limit of ideal transformations,
the battery is in a uniform superposition over |ex〉A′B′
(see subsection A2 of the Appendix for the proof). This
is qualitatively similar to the case of using a reference
frame in order to perform a transformation on pure states
which would otherwise be limited by a conservation law
[22, 23]. It might appear surprising that one can retain
purity on the system, since the battery would appear
to become correlated with it. However, as we show in
Appendix D not only can this be done, but also it can be
done perfectly, as
|ψ〉AB ⊗ |η〉A′B′ → σABA′B′ ≈ |φ〉AB ⊗ |η〉A′B′ (7)
provided the battery state is chosen to be close to a
uniform superposition over sufficiently many eigenstates
|ex〉, for example, αx = 1N+1 for x ∈
{
n−N
2 , . . . ,
n+N
2
}
with N chosen large enough to obtain the transforma-
tion of Eq. (7) to any desired accuracy. For general state
transformations, we must therefore take the initial state
of the battery to be in such a uniform superposition, and
the final state of the battery must also be close to this if it
is to be used for further arbitrary state transformations.
The raising/lowering maps set the type of transitions
that the battery can undergo, and achieving Eq. (7) for
all states is a consequence of this definition. These maps
are guaranteed to exist but we note, however, that we
have not found whether they can have a fixed form as
a LOCC map on the battery that applies the transition
of Eq. (7) universally. This would amount to finding an
explicit form of the LOCC protocols that raise and lower
the battery with the operator ∆ and that implements
any one of the possible state transitions on the system.
That a transformation of the form of Eq. (7) is possible
might appear paradoxical, since the entanglement in the
battery is changing, but the state of the battery barely
does. However, large changes in average quantities need
not correspond to large changes in the state. In partic-
ular, 〈η|∆w |η〉A′B′ is close to 1 for all w, and thus the
states of the system will not become correlated with the
battery. Nonetheless, the average entanglement of the
4states ∆w|η〉A′B′ and |η〉A′B′ differ by w, reflecting the
fact that large changes in a system’s average observables
need not take it to orthogonal states. This is also a prop-
erty of embezzling states [24–26], although the processes
we consider are more general than embezzling transfor-
mations, as they generally require classical communica-
tion to perform, while embezzlement does not [24].
A similar phenomenon also occurs in the use of refer-
ence frames to maintain coherence. For instance, in [27]
it was shown that a large uniform superposition over en-
ergy levels can be used repeatedly to simulate arbitrary
unitary processes on a single small system via energy-
preserving interactions. The results here are qualitatively
similar, in that we use a large entanglement battery in a
uniform superposition to perform transitions that would
otherwise be restricted. However, the constraints that
must be circumvented in both scenarios are formally very
different: here we have to circumvent the majorization
constraints imposed by Nielsen’s theorem [19], while in
[27] one is limited by asymmetry considerations, akin to
the WAY theorem [28, 29] (in which majorization does
not appear).
We will call any LOCC protocol which implements
Eq. (7) Battery assisted LOCC, or BLOCC, which will
be the set of operations allowed in what follows. More
precisely, we say that a pure state transformation is
possible under BLOCC if there exists a sequence of
BLOCC protocols ΛN and states |ΨN〉 and |ΦN 〉 such
that |ΨN〉 → |ΦN 〉 under BLOCC and limN→∞ |ΨN〉 =
|ψ〉AB⊗|η〉A′B′ and limN→∞ |ΦN 〉 = |φ〉AB⊗|η〉A′B′ . In
what follows, we will state our results in the limit of large
N , although in our proofs we consider the finite case.
Although purity of the target state requires a perfectly
uniform battery, in Appendix D we show how to relax
this condition to batteries of finite size. More specifi-
cally, we show how to implement the more general state
transformation:
|Ψ〉ABA′B′ :=
∑
i,x
√
pix|ii〉 ⊗ |ex〉 (8)
Λ−→ |Φ〉ABA′B′ :=
∑
j,x′
√
qjx′ |jj〉 ⊗ |ex′〉,
via a BLOCC protocol Λ and with the initial and final
state of the system being arbitrarily close to pure. As be-
fore, the probability distribution over entanglement fluc-
tuations can still be quantified by imagining that initially,
we could have measured |ex〉, and at the end of the pro-
cess we could have measured |ex′〉, and we consider the
entanglement fluctuation in the battery to be given by
w = x′−x with probability P (w) given by the statistics
of those measurements.
Indeed, we can sample from the probability distribu-
tions pi, qj , and P (w), as well as the joint distribution
P (i, j, w) as follows: Initially, Bob (or Alice) can mea-
sure his (her) state with the POVM {|i〉〈i| ⊗ Px} where
Px is the projector onto the subspace spanned by the
reduced state of |ex〉. Alice then performs the POVM
measurement which would have implemented the trans-
formation of Eq. (8), and, finally, measures her state with
the POVM {|j〉〈j| ⊗ Px′}. Note that Alice’s POVM com-
mutes with Bob’s measurement, and Alice’s measurement
of x′ commutes with Bob’s measurement of x, and so
we can compute P (i, j, w). When these initial and fi-
nal measurements are performed the actual transforma-
tion |ψ〉AB → |φ〉AB does not happen, but their statistics
capture the relevant information of the map Λ.
Maybe here we can discuss what the ref 3 suggests
III. RESULTS
We now present the main results, which take the form
of constraints on the possible transitions via BLOOC,
given by relations between the fluctuations in the bat-
tery (labeled by w) and the Schmidt coefficients of the
initial and final states of the system. We are able to
prove six results about fluctuations of entanglement and
use them to prove the existence of optimal BLOCC proto-
cols for entanglement dilution and partial entanglement
recovery. The main result from which the remaining five
follow gives a family of necessary and sufficient conditions
for state transformations to be possible under BLOCC,
which take a similar form to those in [16] in the context of
quantum thermodynamics (a major difference being the
role of initial and final states in the constraints, which is
reversed):
Result 1 (Assisted stochasticity). A pure state BLOCC
transformation |ψ〉 → |φ〉 between states with Schmidt
coefficients pi and qj and a distribution of maximal en-
tanglement P (w) coherently consumed or produced in the
process, is possible if and only if there exists a conditional
probability distribution P (i, w|j) satisfying the following
three conditions:∑
i,w
P (i, w|j) = 1, ∀j. (9)
∑
j,w
P (i, w|j) 2w = 1, ∀i. (10)
∑
j,w
P (i, w|j) qj = pi, ∀i. (11)
We give the proof of the necessity and sufficiency of
these conditions in Appendix B and C respectively. The
conditions Eqs. (9)-(11) can be thought of as a gener-
alization of the doubly-stochastic conditions for the ma-
trix of Λ, which is well known to be equivalent to the
standard majorization condition on the initial and final
state. The appearance of the random variable w reflects
the departure from this double-stochasticity (recovered
when w = 0), and thus the non-zero values of w reflect
our ability to perform transitions on the system beyond
5those allowed by the usual majorization constraints. This
again is due to the use of the battery through the BLOCC
protocols (which are a subset of all the possible LOCC
protocols on system and battery, with the properties out-
lined in Section II).
Our next result can be derived from the above relations
(see Appendix E for proof) and can be though of as the
second law of entanglement:
Result 2 (The 2nd law equality for entanglement).
Given an initial state |ψ〉 with Schmidt coefficients pi
and a target state |φ〉 with coefficients qj, the distribu-
tion of entanglement that can be coherently extracted in
converting |ψ〉 into |φ〉 under BLOCC satisfies:〈
2w−log qj+log pi
〉
= 1. (12)
This equality is akin to recent fluctuation theorems for
arbitrary input and output states [15, 16, 30–32].
The next result is a single necessary and sufficient con-
dition for a transformation between states via BLOCC
protocols, provided one has access to enough fluctuating
entanglement.
Result 3 (Conditions for state transformations with en-
tanglement fluctuations). The transformation
〈w〉
|ψ〉 → |φ〉
is possible under BLOCC, if and only if
〈w〉 ≤ S(ψA)− S(φA). (13)
To prove the necessity, we just need to use Jensen’s
theorem on Eq. (12), together with the fact that the
exponential function is convex. Sufficiency follows from
setting a particular value to the work fluctuations, w =
log qj − log pi in Eq. (10), which gives a set of work fluc-
tuations that saturates the inequality. This inequality
can be thought of as akin to the traditional second law
of thermodynamics, stated that the average work W re-
quired in transforming a state ρ into a state σ has to
satisfy 〈W 〉 ≤ F (ρ) − F (σ) with F (ρ) the free energy
F (ρ) = 〈H〉−TS(ρ), T the temperature of the bath that
the system is in contact with and H the Hamiltonian of
the system.
It is this result which implies reversibility of single copy
transformations if an entanglement battery is allowed.
This is the same sense in which thermodynamics has a
reversible regime. Going between two states in thermo-
dynamics requires an amount of work given by the change
in free energy, while in the reverse process one obtains
back the same amount of work. Here, we even have re-
versibility on the level of fluctuations, namely, if we have
entanglement fluctuations w = log qi − log pi, then there
exists a reverse process which has equal and opposite en-
tanglement fluctuations given by wrev = log pi − log qi.
This contrast – between irreversibility of single copy
transformations when one does not allow a battery, and
the ability to perform such transformations when one has
an entanglement battery – is reminiscent of very recent
results in thermodynamics. There, it has been shown
that state transformations which occur at the small scale
[33] are fundamentally irreversible. Yet, if one allows
fluctuating work, reversible transformations are possible
when acting on single copies [34].
In addition to Eq. (13), higher order corrections gov-
erning entanglement manipulations can be found by Tay-
lor expanding Eq. (12) as in [16] giving:
M∑
k=1
(ln 2)k
k!
〈
(w − log qj + log pi)k
〉
≤ 0 , (14)
with M odd and M = 1 corresponds to the previously
known average case.
That Eq. (13) is necessary and sufficient means any
state transition is in fact possible, given that one has
access to enough entanglement on average. However,
this constraint does not contain information about the
size such fluctuations, which also has to be taken into
account. To show their importance, we focus on pure
to pure transitions in which the Schmidt rank increases.
Without a battery, the Schmidt rank cannot increase,
not even probabilistically [37], and when assisted with a
battery in BLOCC protocols, the difficulty of such tran-
sitions is expressed in the following result.
Result 4 (Third law of entanglement). Let pmin and
qmin be the smallest Schmidt coefficients of the initial and
final states of the system. The entanglement fluctuations
are bounded by ∑
w
2w ≥ qmin
d′pmin
, (15)
where d′ is the number of nonzero Schmidt coefficients of
the final state.
The proof of this result follows from considering a par-
ticular case of the constraints of Result 1. The details
can be found in Section F of the Appendix. From this,
it follows that in the limit in which we are increasing
the Schmidt rank (that is, when pmin → 0), either the
amount of fluctuations or the size of them must diverge.
This is the analogue of a number of results in thermody-
namics associated with the 3rd law, which roughly speak-
ing states that decreasing the rank of a state requires in-
finite resources, in the form of infinite work fluctuations,
an infinite-sized bath or both [38].
On the other hand, other transitions between states
may be such that the initial one has Schmidt coefficients
that majorize the final. In that case one can refer back
to the setting of Nielsen’s theorem [19], which shows that
no work at all is needed for the transition. In such cases
in which the majorization conditions hold, perhaps up to
some small error, we expect that the size of the fluctu-
ations of w will not be very strongly constrained. For
instance, one could have a transition allowed by the ma-
jorization criteria in which some entanglement is gained
on average, or where some large fluctuations occurs with
a small probability.
6This discussion indicates that even if in principle all
transitions between states are possible given enough av-
erage entanglement (as per Result 3), some may still be
harder than others if one considers the size or number of
those fluctuations. This information is not captured by
Eq. (13) but by the necessary and sufficient constraints
on the stochastic matrices of Result 1.
One can think of the appearance of w in Eqs. (9)-(11)
as a correction to the bistochasticity constraints imposed
by majorization. Thus, we expect that the further a par-
ticular transition is from satisfying the majorization con-
ditions, the larger the work fluctuations should be to al-
low for that transition. Both Eq. (13) and (15) support
this conclusion in a different way: Eq. (13) says that
if the entanglement entropy of the initial state is lower
than that of the final (forbidden by majorization), aver-
age fluctuations are unavoidable, and Eq. (15) says that
if qmin/pmin is very large (also forbidden by majoriza-
tion), either we have a large number of fluctuations or a
small number of very large ones.
The general necessary and sufficient constraints of Re-
sult 1 allow us to also find an analogue of the Jarzynski
equation which applies to the case where the final state
|φ〉AB is a maximally entangled state of dimension d′
Result 5 (Jarzynski for entanglement). When the final
state is a maximally entangled states of dimension d′, we
have:
〈2w〉 = d
d′
, (16)
with d the dimension of the support of the initial state.
The proof is given in Appendix G and it follows easily
from the constraints of Result 1. Recall that the Jarzyn-
ski equation applies when an initially thermal state is
driven to an out of equilibrium state, with a possibly
different Hamiltonian. It is written as
〈
eβW
〉
=
Z ′
Z
, (17)
where W is the thermodynamic work, and Z and Z ′ are
the initial and final partition functions Z = tr[e−βH ]. We
thus see that for entanglement, the dimension of a maxi-
mally entangled state is akin to the partition function of
the thermal state.
An immediate application of Eq. (16) is that it provides
a strong converse bound that applies when one attempts
to concentrate more entanglement than the maximum
rate given by log d/d′ [20]. That is, if one attempts to
extract more entanglement than that rate, one immedi-
ately sees that in order to satisfy Eq. (16), the probability
of success has to go exponentially quickly to zero.
P
(
w ≥ log dd′ + x
)
=
∑
w≥log d
d′
+x
P (w) (18)
≤
∑
w≥log d
d′
+x
P (w) 2w−log
d
d′
−x
≤
∑
w
P (w) 2w−log
d
d′
−x = 2−x.
In the thermodynamic case, one similarly has that
Eq (17) implies that if one attempts to extract work from
a heat bath, the probability of success goes exponentially
fast to zero, and it is thus a quantitative strengthening of
the ordinary second law of thermodynamics, which sim-
ply says that the average work you can extract from a
single heat bath in a cyclic process is zero. With this,
we point out a link between the second law and the strong
converse.
This brings us to our fifth result, an analogue of the
Crooks relation from statistical mechanics [13], which
we explain in Section H1 for completeness. Given any
forward LOCC protocol corresponding to the matrix
P (i, w|j), we are able to define a reverse LOCC pro-
tocol where, in particular, Bob’s unitary transformations
are taken to be the inverse of the forward ones. The
reverse process and its relation with the forward one are
explained in detail in Section H2 of the Appendix. As
it turns out, the two processes are related in a way sim-
ilar to how a process and its time-reversed analogue are
related in thermodynamics [35, 36]. In fact, we find:
Result 6 (Crooks for entanglement). Suppose |ψ〉 BLOCC−→
|ebitd〉 while extracting entanglement {P (w) , w}. Then
there exists a state |ψ′〉 such that |ψ′〉 BLOCC
rev
−→ |ebitd′〉
while extracting entanglement {P rev (−w) , w} and where:
P (w)
P rev (−w) = 2
−w d
′
d
. (19)
The proof of this statement follows straightforwardly
once the definition of the reverse process is established.
It can be found in Section H3 of the Appendix.
In the same way that the Jarzynski equality can be
derived from Crooks’ theorem, this expression is a re-
finement of Eq. (16). It implies that extracting w in a
forward protocol is exponentially suppressed with respect
to extracting −w in the reversed protocol.
IV. CONCLUSION
Our results show that, thought the proof of the exis-
tence of the BLOCC protocols, one can consider entan-
glement as a quantity to which we can associate fluctu-
ations, and whose fluctuations are constrained in much
the same way as work is in the context of previous results
7in statistical mechanics. It is remarkable that the math-
ematical structure of thermodynamics and pure state en-
tanglement transformation with a battery are so related,
given the very different physical scenarios under consid-
eration. For example, there is no heat bath in entangle-
ment theory, the doubly-stochastic maps depend on the
initial and final states of particular transformation, un-
like in thermodynamics, and the doubly stochastic maps
take final states to initial states.
In classical thermodynamics (i.e. when the initial and
final state are diagonal in the energy eigenbasis), it is
unambiguous what the work is after a given process. In
the implicit case, one initially measures the total energy
of system and bath, and performs the measurement once
again at the end of the process. The energy difference
must be the work which has been extracted. In the ex-
plicit case where we include the battery and impose total
energy conservation [16, 33], the work is just the energy
difference in the battery before and after the transforma-
tion. Likewise, the system is originally in some particular
energy level |i〉 and ends in some particular energy level
|j〉. Thus the probability distribution over i, j, w has a
simple interpretation.
However, in the quantum case, we cannot implement
pure state thermodynamical transformations and expect
that the work will always be a measurable quantity
[39, 40]. This is because to implement arbitrary unitary
transformations, one must have access to some system
(the battery), which must be in a coherent state which is
a superposition over many energy levels. Measuring the
energy of this battery destroys the ability to implement
the unitary transformation. We here see similar phenom-
ena between the entanglement case, and the quantum
thermodynamics case. We can measure the amount of
entanglement consumed or extracted each time, but if
we do so, then we cannot implement the transformation
|ψ〉 → |φ〉. Nonetheless, the physical interpretation of
the fluctuation relation is clear, as it could in principle
be measured.
In thermodynamics, work, whether classical or quan-
tum, should be thought of as a process, not an observable
[16]. Classically, it is the process of raising or lower-
ing a weight. Likewise, in the case of the entanglement
battery, the entanglement fluctuation can be seen as the
adding to or subtracting from the number of ebits in the
battery. In both cases, the change in average quantities
(whether work or entanglement) does not move the bat-
tery to an orthogonal state, and can only be measured
on many copies. We thus have the intriguing phenom-
ena that entanglement fluctuations in a battery enable
us to perform entanglement transformations, but do not
correspond to a single von Neumann measurement. Cru-
cially, the entanglement battery must have an uncertain
amount of entanglement, that is, must not be in a state
with a definite amount of entangled pairs, in order to aid
in a pure state entanglement transformation. Since work
can be identified with the process of raising and lower-
ing the battery, it would be desirable to have a universal
set of LOCC maps on the battery that applied to all the
possible states in the system, as is the case in the ther-
modynamic scenario [16]. This would perhaps amount to
a more concrete description of the BLOCC protocols in-
troduced here. While we believe this is possible, perhaps
by starting from explicit constructions of LOCC proto-
cols based on Nielsen’s result [19], we leave the question
for future work.
In the main section of this article, we have considered
the case where the target state is only a single pure state
|φ〉AB ⊗ |η′〉A′B′ . In Section I of the Appendix we show
that our results also hold in the case of an ensemble of
pure target states {|φt〉AB ⊗ |ηt〉A′B′}t. There, we take
as an example the original entanglement concentration
and dilution protocols. Using the results presented here,
we can quantify the entanglement fluctuations in all con-
centration protocols, and we see why previous dilution
protocols were sub-optimal. We show how to make them
optimal and thus achieve true reversibility.
We find another interesting application of our results,
in that we can solve a problem known as partial entangle-
ment recovery [41]. There, one considers the irreversible
LOCC transformation |ψ〉AB → |φ〉AB , and asks whether
some of the entanglement can be recovered in the opera-
tion, by performing a transformation on an ancillary sys-
tem |φ〉AB⊗χA′B′ → |ψ〉AB⊗|ω〉A′B′ . Since the choice of
χA′B′ and ωA′B′ are allowed to depend on ψAB and φAB,
there is clearly the trivial solution where χA′B′ = ψAB,
and ωA′B′ = ψAB, and one just performs the swap op-
eration between AA′ and BB′. To rule out such trivial
solutions, one can consider a notion of genuine partial
entanglement recovery [42] which requires limiting the
dimension of the ancillary system. Progress on finding
ways to partially recover some of the entanglement has
been made in [43]. Here, we see that instead of restrict-
ing the dimension of the ancilla to enforce a notion of
genuine recovery, we can instead demand that the ancil-
lary state be universal. We then see that in fact, all the
entanglement can be recovered.
Finally, the results here help us better understand the
notion of catalysis and embezzlement, and provide a solu-
tion to the problem posed by approximate catalysis [44].
In exact catalysis, one asks whether there exists a system
in state η such that the transition ρ⊗η→ σ⊗η is possible.
In the case where the conditions for ρ⊗ η → σ ⊗ η to be
possible are given by majorization conditions, the condi-
tions for ρ→ σ to be possible catalytically were found to
be given by the monotonicity of Renyi entropies [45, 46].
However, from a physical point of view, it is impossible
to return a catalyst in exactly the same state, so it seems
more natural to ask whether ρ⊗ η → σ ⊗ η′ is possible,
with η ≈ η′. We thus see that our battery can be thought
of as a type of catalyst in this sense. The conditions
for ρ → σ to be possible under approximate catalysis
depends on how close we should return the catalyst to its
initial state [44]. In the case where we do not restrict the
dimension of the catalyst, embezzlement [24–26] poses
a problem. Embezzling, is the process of extracting a
8resource from a state, without changing the state by very
much. In the case of entanglement embezzling, we can
extract ebits from an embezzling state without changing
the state by much [24].
The problem then, is that if we allow approximate
catalysis, any transformation is possible in the limit of
an arbitrarily large catalyst, because we can use an em-
bezzling state as an approximate catalyst. In fact, the
amount by which the catalyst changes can be made ar-
bitrarily small. This result has stalled entanglement the-
ory, because one should allow approximate catalysis in
any transformation, yet it seems to render the theory
trivial, since all state transformations become possible.
In the context of the present article, we see that we can
bypass this issue. In particular, by quantifying how much
fluctuating entanglement is transferred to the catalyst (in
this case the entanglement battery), we can account for
how much of it is used in any process. The fact that the
catalyst’s state changes very little does not take away
from the fact that the amount of entanglement in it has
changed by a significant amount. As a result, the theory
does not trivialise.
Not only do we find an array of phenomena in en-
tanglement akin to those found in thermodynamics, but
also previous problems, such as entanglement recovery,
the problem of embezzlement, and a strong converse of
entanglement concentration, are related to those in ther-
modynamics. We thus see that many issues and open
problems can be solved by connecting them to fluctua-
tion relations. It is perhaps not surprising that fluctua-
tion theorems for entanglement enable one to solve such
problems, given the fertile research landscape that fluc-
tuation theorems have opened up in the field of thermo-
dynamics. Our hope is that likewise, fluctuating entan-
glement allows for the discovery of further phenomena
in entanglement theory. Towards this aim, in Section
J of the Appendix we find that for the processing of a
few qubits, an entanglement battery need not be large to
be useful. This gives hope that experimental implemen-
tation of the protocols presented here, may one day be
performed.
Most of the results here focus on the existence of LOCC
protocols that implement the desired transitions, and do
not specify the particular character or complexity of the
unitaries and measurements. A similar problem occurs
in the analogous thermodynamic scenario, for which re-
cent results [51–53] show that one can in fact implement
a large number of transitions with an experimentally fea-
sible subset of free operations. This may be a starting
point for a similar result in the present context of entan-
glement, which we leave for future work.
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Appendix A: Battery Assisted LOCC
1. The entanglement battery
In this section we expand the definition of the entanglement storage battery, and we show how to define it so that
not only integer values of w can be stored. In order to allow for the consumption or generation of non-integral amounts
of entanglement, we substitute the product states and ebits in Eq. (4) with the following two types of states which
contain almost the same amount of entanglement
|Γ+u 〉 =
1√
u
u∑
i=1
|ii〉 , (A1)
|Γ−u 〉 =
1√
u− 1
2u−1∑
i=u+1
|ii〉 . (A2)
The state |Γ+u 〉 contains log u e-bits of entanglement, while |Γ−u 〉 contains log(u − 1) e-bits. Hence, in going from one
to the other |Γ+u 〉 → |Γ−u 〉, the amount of entanglement that we borrow is
δw = log
(
u
u− 1
)
≈ 1
u
, (A3)
where the above approximation holds in the large u limit. Therefore, the parameter u controls how fine-grained the
entanglement scale is. We will henceforth choose u large enough such that all values of w are as close as required to
multiples of δw. Also note that the two states |Γ+u 〉, |Γ−u 〉 are locally distinguishable.
The states of the battery that have a well-defined amount of entanglement are the following
|ex〉A′B′ = |Γ+u 〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |Γ+u 〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
x
⊗ |Γ−u 〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |Γ−u 〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−x
, (A4)
for all integers x ∈ {0, . . . , n} and A′,B′ labeling Alice and Bob’s halves of the battery respectively. In the protocols
that we consider, all battery states are contained in the subspace generated by {|ex〉}nx=0. The reduced state on Alice
or Bob’s half of the battery is then:
sx = trB′ |ex〉〈ex| =
(
1
u
u∑
i=1
|i〉〈i|
)⊗x
⊗
(
1
u− 1
2u−1∑
i=u+1
|i〉〈i|
)⊗(n−x)
. (A5)
The set of states {sx}nx=0 are also orthogonal and live on some subspace A′ of H⊗n where H = C2u−1. When restricted
to Alice’s system, our LOCC protocol will map this subspace to itself. We will often use a suitable restriction of
{|z〉}z∈{1,2,...,2u−1}n as an orthonormal basis for A′. We will write z ∈ sx to denote that |z〉 belongs to the support of
sx. Note also that:
n∑
x=0
ux (u− 1)n−x sx = IA′ , (A6)
so the orthogonal projectors Px = u
x (u− 1)n−x sx give a resolution of the identity on A′. In general, the initial state
of the battery is denoted by Eq. (5).
2. Reversible pure-state transformations require a battery in a uniform superposition
In this Section of the Appendix we show that the state of the battery |η〉A′B′ =
∑
x γx|ex〉A′B′ must be close to a
uniform superposition of entanglement eigenstates |ex〉A′B′ , if we assume the following two conditions:
• The only allowed actions on the battery are rising and lowering the amount of entanglement, so that the final
state is of the form
|Φ〉ABA′B′ =
∑
r
|φr〉AB ⊗∆r|η〉A′B′ . (A7)
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• The state of the battery |η〉A′B′ allows for approximately implementing all reversible pure-to-pure entanglement
transformations |ψ〉AB → |φ〉AB . That is, for every ǫ > 0, there is a reversible BLOCC transformation with
final state (A7) being ǫ-close to the target one
‖ΦABA′B′ − φAB ⊗ ηA′B′‖1 ≤ ǫ , (A8)
and with identical marginal
ΦB = φB . (A9)
The first condition is what allows us to quantify the notion of an entanglement fluctuation, by defining it to be the
adding or subtracting of the number of ebits of the battery. Before proving the uniformity of |η〉 let us collect some
useful facts. The non-zero Schmidt coefficients of |ex〉 are
S|ex〉 =
{
ξ−1/2x , appearing ξx times
}
, (A10)
where we define the constants
ξx = (u− 1)n
(
u
u− 1
)x
. (A11)
For any components γx, the non-zero Schmidt coefficients of |η〉 =
∑
x γx|ex〉 are
S|η〉 =
{
|γx|ξ−1/2x , appearing ξx times, for all x
}
. (A12)
Recalling that ∆δw|ex〉 = |ex+1〉 and δw = log(u/(u− 1)), we arrive at
S∆δw|η〉 =
{
|γx|ξ−1/2x
√
u− 1
u
, appearing ξx
u
u− 1 times, for all x
}
. (A13)
Also, we note that without loss of generality we can assume that the coefficients γx are real and positive. Hence, we
define αx = γ
2
x, which satisfy normalization
∑
x αx = 1.
Now, let us consider the particular pure-to-pure reversible transformation |ψ〉AB → |φ〉AB with
|ψ〉AB = 1√
2
(|0, 0〉AB + |Γ+u 〉AB) , (A14)
|φ〉AB = 1√
2
(|0, 0〉AB + |Γ−u 〉AB) , (A15)
where |Γ±u 〉AB are defined in (A1-A2). The states {|0〉A, |1〉A, . . . , |2u − 1〉A} form an orthonormal basis for Alice’s
Hilbert space, and analogously for Bob. It is known [19] that reversibility is only possible when the Schmidt coefficients
of the initial and final states are identical. And, since the Schmidt coefficients of the two states (A14) and (A15) are
different, reversibility can only be achieved with a non-trivial action on the battery. Let us prove that, if the global
initial state is |Ψ〉ABA′B′ = |ψ〉AB ⊗ |η〉A′B′ , then the global final state must be
|Φ〉ABA′B′ = 1√
2
(|0, 0〉AB ⊗ |η〉A′B′ + |Γ−u 〉AB ⊗∆δw |η〉A′B′) . (A16)
The Schmidt coefficients of the initial state are the Cartesian product{
1√
2
,
1√
2u
, . . . ,
1√
2u︸ ︷︷ ︸
u
}
× S|η〉 . (A17)
Now, we must show that the only final state of the form (A7) with the above Schmidt coefficients is (A16). Invok-
ing (A9) we obtain
|Φ〉ABA′B′ = 1√
2
|0, 0〉AB ⊗ |η0〉A′B′ + 1√
2(u− 1)
u−1∑
j=1
|j, j〉AB ⊗ |ηj〉A′B′ , (A18)
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with
|ηj〉 =
∑
r
crj∆
r|η〉 , (A19)
and j = 1, 2, . . . , u − 1. If there is a value of j with more than one non-zero crj , then, the Schmidt coefficients
|∑r crj√αx−r| ξ−1/2x cannot be of the form √αx ξ−1/2x . Because for any x ≥ n − rmaxδw we must have αx = 0, where
rmax denotes the largest value of r in this transformation. Therefore, state (A18) can also be written as
|Φ〉ABA′B′ = 1√
2
|0, 0〉AB ⊗∆r0 |η〉A′B′ + 1√
2(u− 1)
u−1∑
j=1
|j, j〉AB ⊗∆rj |η〉A′B′ . (A20)
Now, using (A13), we see that the only way to recover the Schmidt coefficients (A17) is to set rj = δw for all j > 0
and r0 = 0. This is precisely (A16).
Next, we prove the uniformity of the coefficients αx by invoking condition (A8). In order to do this, we need to
compute the partial trace of (A16), which is
ΦAB =
1
2
(
|0, 0〉〈0, 0|+ |Γ−u 〉〈Γ−u |+ |0, 0〉〈Γ−u |〈η|∆−δw |η〉+ |Γ−u 〉〈0, 0|〈η|∆δw |η〉
)
. (A21)
Substituting this in (A8) we obtain
1
2
∥∥∥|0, 0〉〈Γ−u |(〈η|∆−δw |η〉 − 1)+ |Γ−u 〉〈0, 0|(〈η|∆δw |η〉 − 1)∥∥∥
1
≤ ǫ , (A22)
which is equivalent to ∑
x
√
αxαx+1 = 〈η|∆δw|η〉 ≥ 1− ǫ . (A23)
Using the identity
1
2
∥∥|ψ〉〈ψ| − |φ〉〈φ|∥∥
1
=
√
1− |〈ψ|φ〉|2 (A24)
on the two pure states |η〉 and ∆δw|η〉, we obtain
∑
x
|αx − αx+1| ≤ 2
√
1− (∑x√αxαx+1)2 ≤ √8ǫ . (A25)
And finally, applying the triangular inequality, we obtain∑
x
|αx − αx+y| ≤ y
√
8ǫ , (A26)
for all y such that |y| ≤ rmax/δw.
It is clear that, given ǫ and y, the inequality will hold the more uniform the set of αx is. For instance, if we take
αx = 1/N uniform, we have that
∑
x |αx − αx+y| = 2yN , so an error of ǫ in the transformation means we need a width
of N ≥ 1√
2ǫ
.
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Appendix B: Necessary conditions for pure-state BLOCC
In this section we prove the necessary part of Result 1. That is, if a BLOCC protocol exists for the transformation
given in Eq. (8), then there must exist a conditional distribution P (i, w|j) satisfying the three conditions given by
Eqs. (9)-(11). Throughout, we shall denote the density matrix of a pure state |ψ〉AB by ψAB and its reduced state
on subsystem A by ψA, omitting subsystem labels when the context is clear.
We divide the proof into two parts. First, we outline the structure of the LOCC operations we consider. We then
use this structure to prove that the existence of a BLOCC protocol implies the existence of a stochastic matrix that
obeys the constraints of Result 1.
1. Pure-state LOCC transformations
Let Λ denote the CP-map associated to a particular BLOCC protocol. Since this transforms pure states to pure
states (on system plus battery) we can assume [20] that Λ consists of the following steps:
1. Alice performs a POVM {Mm} on AA′.
2. Alice sends the outcome m to Bob.
3. Bob applies a correction unitary Vm on BB
′.
Thus, following [19], we have
ΦABA′B′ = Λ (ΨABA′B′) =
∑
m
(Mm ⊗ Vm)ΨABA′B′ (Mm ⊗ Vm)† . (B1)
Imposing the purity of the final state ΦABA′B′ , we get
ΦABA′B′ ∝ (Mm ⊗ Vm)ΨABA′B′ (Mm ⊗ Vm)† , ∀m , (B2)
which implies the existence of some positive coefficients rm satisfying
(Mm ⊗ Vm) |Ψ〉ABA′B′ = √rm |Φ〉ABA′B′ . (B3)
Applying the unitary V †m on the two sides we get (Mm ⊗ I)|Ψ〉 =
√
rm (I⊗ V †m)|Φ〉 and
〈Ψ|(M †mMm)⊗X |Ψ〉 = rm〈Φ|I⊗ (VmXV †m)|Φ〉 , (B4)
for any operator X , where we have omitted the specification of subsystems ABA′B′. Using
∑
mM
†
mMm = I, we
obtain
〈Ψ|I⊗X |Ψ〉 = 〈Φ|I⊗ ΛBB′(X)|Φ〉 , (B5)
where ΛBB′ is
ΛBB′(X) =
∑
m
rmVmXV
†
m . (B6)
We emphasize that ΛBB′ depends on the initial state |Ψ〉ABA′B′ via the probabilities rm = 〈Ψ|(M †mMm)⊗ I|Ψ〉. This
allows us to relate the map ΛBB′ to the global map generated by the actual protocol
ΛBB′(X) = trAA′ [ΛABA′B′(ΨAA′ ⊗X)] . (B7)
Eq. (B5) can also be written as
ΨBB′ = Λ
∗
BB′(ΦBB′) , (B8)
where ΨBB′ and ΦBB′ are Bob’s initial and final reduced states, and Λ
∗
BB′ is the dual map of ΛBB′ .
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2. Necessary conditions for P (i, w|j)
In what follows we define the conditional distribution P (i, w|j), which captures relevant information about the
CP-map of the BLOCC transformation Λ. In order to derive the necessary conditions we need to define P (i, w|j)
imposing that the final system-battery state is product ΦABA′B′ = φAB ⊗ ηA′B′ , which, as expressed in Eq. (A8), is
true in the limit ǫ→ 0. Hence,
P (i, w|j) =
∑
x′
tr
[
(|i〉〈i| ⊗ Px′− w
δw
)Λ∗BB′ (|j〉〈j| ⊗ [Px′ ηB′ Px′ ])
]
(B9)
=
∑
x′
αx′ tr
[
(|i〉〈i| ⊗ Px′− w
δw
)Λ∗BB′(|j〉〈j| ⊗ sx′)
]
, (B10)
which corresponds to the statistics obtained in the following 5-step procedure:
1. Prepare the state |j〉〈j|B ⊗ ηB′ .
2. Measure the position of the battery Px′ .
3. Transform the resulting state with the map Λ∗BB′ .
4. Measure the system with |i〉〈i| and the battery with Px.
5. Record the variable w = (x′ − x)δw and forget x and x′.
Let us now see that Eqs (9) - (11) are necessary. By construction, P (i, w|j) is a normalised probability distribution∑
i,w
P (i, w|j) =
∑
x′
tr[(I⊗ I)Λ∗BB′ (|j〉〈j| ⊗ [Px′ ηB′ Px′ ])]
= tr[Λ∗BB′ (|j〉〈j| ⊗ ηB′)] = 1, (B11)
where we have used that the map X 7→∑x′ Px′XPx′ is trace-preserving. Hence, we have shown that Eq. (9) holds.
Now, let us move on to proving Eq. (10). Using Px = u
x (u− 1)n−x sx and the unitality of the map Λ∗BB′ , we obtain∑
w,j
P (i, w|j)2w =
∑
w,x′
αx′ tr
[
(|i〉〈i| ⊗ sx′− w
δw
)Λ∗BB′(I⊗ Px′)
]
≈
∑
w,x′
αx′− w
δw
tr
[
(|i〉〈i| ⊗ sx′− w
δw
)Λ∗BB′(I⊗ Px′)
]
= tr[(|i〉〈i| ⊗ ηB′)Λ∗BB′(I⊗ I)] = 1 , (B12)
where we have approximated αx′ ≈ αx′− w
δw
. We can bound the accuracy of this approximation as∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
w,j
P (i, w|j) 2w − 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
w,x′
(αx′ − αx′− w
δw
) tr
[
(|i〉〈i| ⊗ sx′− w
δw
)Λ∗BB′(I⊗ Px′)
]∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣∑
w,x
(αx′+ w
δw
− αx′) tr
[
(|i〉〈i| ⊗ sx′)Λ∗BB′(I⊗ Px′+ wδw )
]∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∑
w:|w|≤wmax
∑
x′
∣∣αx′+ w
δw
− αx′
∣∣
≤
√
8 ǫ
wmax
δw
≈
√
8 ǫ wmax u , (B13)
where we have used Eq. (A26), and the fact that the number of values of w in the range |w| ≤ wmax and with
discretisation δw is approximately wmax/δw. That is, for fixed wmax and u, the approximation becomes more exact
as ǫ tends to zero. We thus see that P (i, w|j) satisfies Eq. (10) in the limit ǫ→ 0.
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To obtain Eq. (11) we use Eq. (B8) and the approximate equality of reduced states ΦBB′ ≈ φB⊗ηB′ = (
∑
j qj |j〉〈j|)⊗
(
∑
x′ αx′sx′) in the following ∑
w,j
P (i, w|j)qj =
∑
j,x′
qj αx′ tr[(|i〉〈i| ⊗ I)Λ∗BB′(|j〉〈j| ⊗ sx′)]
= tr[(|i〉〈i| ⊗ I)Λ∗BB′(φB ⊗ ηB′)]
≈ tr[(|i〉〈i| ⊗ I)Λ∗BB′(ΦBB′)]
= tr[(|i〉〈i| ⊗ I)ΨBB′ ] = pi . (B14)
Now, we can bound the accuracy of the above approximation by using assumption (A8) as
∑
i
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
w,j
P (i, w|j)qj − pi
∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∑
i
|tr[(|i〉〈i| ⊗ I)Λ∗BB′(φB ⊗ ηB′ − ΦBB′)]|
≤ ‖Λ∗BB′(φB ⊗ ηB′ − ΦBB′)‖1
≤ ‖φB ⊗ ηB′ − ΦBB′‖1 ≤ ǫ , (B15)
where we have used that ‖X‖1 = |max0≤P≤I trPX | and that Λ∗BB′ is a trace-preserving CP-map.
Appendix C: Sufficient conditions for pure-state BLOCC
In this section we prove the sufficient part of Result 1. That is, if there exists a conditional distribution P (i, w|j)
satisfying the three conditions given by Eqs. (9)-(11), then there exists a BLOCC protocol for the transformation
given in Eq. (8).
We start with a conditional probability distribution P (i, w|j) satisfying Eq. (9), (10) and (11). Our goal is to show
that given such a probability distribution, it is possible to construct a Battery Assisted LOCC protocol that converts
a bipartite pure state with Schmidt coefficients pi into a bipartite pure state with coefficients qj whilst extracting a
coherent entanglement distribution {P (w) , w}.
To do this, we first need to pick a battery of size n and with spacing parameter u such that it is capable of
incorporating fluctuations by w. In other words, we want to pick u such that for each w there exists an integer auw
such that w ≈ auw log
(
u
u−1
)
. As u increases, this approximation improves. More specifically, for fixed u, we take auw
to be the greatest integer such that:
auw log
(
u
u− 1
)
≤ w. (C1)
With respect to this, P (i, w|j) satisfies (using Eq. (10)):
∑
j,w
P (i, w|j)
(
u
u− 1
)auw
≤ 1. (C2)
Introducing auw allows us to deal with the fact that general w cannot be written as an exact multiple of log
(
u
u−1
)
.
We will define the maximum of all these as
aumax = max
w
{|auw|} . (C3)
To prove sufficiency, we will first construct a series of LOCC protocols ΛN , indexed by N := n− 2aumax, such that
(for even N):
|ΨN 〉 =
d∑
i=1
n∑
x=0
√∑
w
piw
N + 1
δx+auw∈{n−N2 ,...,n+N2 }|ii〉 ⊗ |ex〉, (C4)
where piw :=
∑d
j=1 P (i, w|j) qj , is converted into:
|ΦN 〉 =
d∑
j=1
n∑
x′=0
√
qj
N + 1
δx′∈{n−N2 ,...,n+N2 }|jj〉 ⊗ |ex′〉. (C5)
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Note that here we take an initial state that is correlated between system and battery and convert it into a final state
which is product across this divide and has support of size N + 1 on the battery. However, the protocol can also
be applied in the case where the initial system and battery are uncorrelated. This we consider in Section D of the
Appendix, where we prove that in the limit of large N , the state in Equation (C4) tends to a product state, and thus
acting the protocol on an initial product state will result in a target state arbitrarily close to the ideal one of Equation
(C5) and an entanglement distribution which is also arbitrarily close to the ideal one.
1. Construction of ΛN
To show the existence of a protocol converting |ΨN 〉 into |ΦN 〉, we ultimately need to construct a doubly stochastic
matrix that maps the Schmidt coefficients of |ΦN 〉 to those of |ΨN 〉 [19]. We do this in three steps.
a. Conversion to P (i, x|j, x′)
From P (i, w|j) and auw, we first define the object P (i, x|j, x′) via:
P (i, x|j, x′) =
∑
w
P (i, w|j) δx′−x,auw , (C6)
where x and x′ are integers between ±∞. Next, we rewrite Eqs. (9), (C2) and (11) in terms of this new object.
Using Eq. (9), we see that P (i, x|j, x′) satisfies:
d∑
i=1
∞∑
x=−∞
P (i, x|j, x′) =
d∑
i=1
∞∑
x=−∞
∑
w
P (i, w|j) δx′−x,auw
=
d∑
i=1
∑
w
P (i, w|j)
= 1,
while Eq. (C2) gives that:
d∑
j=1
∞∑
x′=−∞
P (i, x|j, x′)
(
u
u− 1
)x′−x
=
d∑
j=1
∞∑
x′=−∞
∑
w
P (i, w|j) δx′−x,auw
(
u
u− 1
)x′−x
=
d∑
j=1
∑
w
P (i, w|j)
(
u
u− 1
)auw
≤ 1.
Finally, Eq. (11) can be used to show that:
d∑
j=1
∞∑
x′=−∞
P (i, x|j, x′) qj
N + 1
δx′∈{n−N2 ,...,n+N2 }
=
d∑
j=1
∞∑
x′=−∞
∑
w
P (i, w|j) δx′−x,auwδx′∈{n−N2 ,...,n+N2 }
qj
N + 1
=
d∑
j=1
∑
w
P (i, w|j) qj
N + 1
δx+auw∈{n−N2 ,...,n+N2 }
=
∑
w
piw
N + 1
δx+auw∈{n−N2 ,...,n+N2 }.
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To summarise, our three equations are now:
d∑
i=1
∞∑
x=−∞
P (i, x|j, x′) = 1, (C7)
d∑
j=1
∞∑
x′=−∞
P (i, x|j, x′)
(
u
u− 1
)x′−x
≤ 1, (C8)
d∑
j=1
∞∑
x′=−∞
P (i, x|j, x′) qj
N + 1
δx′∈{n−N2 ,...,n+N2 } =
∑
w
piw
N + 1
δx+auw∈{n−N2 ,...,n+N2 }. (C9)
Note also that in a refinement of Eq. (C7), for x′ ∈ {n−N2 , . . . , n+N2 } we have that:
d∑
i=1
n∑
x=0
P (i, x|j, x′) = 1. (C10)
b. Construction of a doubly sub-stochastic matrix
From P (i, x|j, x′) we will now construct a matrix with rows and columns labeled by the Schmidt basis of system-
battery, |i, z〉 and |j, z′〉 respectively. This matrix will be doubly sub-stochastic (the row and column sums will be less
than or equal to one) but it will have the important property of mapping the Schmidt coefficients of |ΦN 〉 to those of
|ΨN 〉.
Define for all z ∈ sx, z′ ∈ sx′ where x, x′ ∈ {0, . . . , n}:
R (i, z|j, z′) = P (i, x|j, x′)u−x (u− 1)x−n . (C11)
R (i, z|j, z′) is a square, doubly sub-stochastic matrix. To see this note that if we had not truncated the range of x
and x′ to lie in {0, . . . , n} and assumed that the degeneracy of z ∈ sy was uy (u− 1)n−y (regardless of the fact that
this does not make much sense for y < 0 or y > n) we would have had from Eq. (C7) that:
d∑
i=1
∑
z
R′ (i, z|j, z′) =
d∑
i=1
∞∑
x=−∞
∑
z∈sx
P (i, x|j, x′)u−x (u− 1)x−n
=
d∑
i=1
∞∑
x=−∞
P (i, x|j, x′)
= 1
and using Eq. (C8) that:
d∑
j=1
∑
z′
R′ (i, z|j, z′) =
d∑
j=1
∞∑
x′=−∞
∑
z′∈sx′
P (i, x|j, x′)u−x (u− 1)x−n
=
d∑
j=1
∞∑
x′=−∞
P (i, x|j, x′)
(
u
u− 1
)x′−x
≤ 1
where R′ is the non-truncated version of R.
While R is not doubly stochastic, it does satisfy (using Eq. (C9)):
d∑
j=1
n+N
2
+aumax∑
x′=n−N
2
−aumax
∑
z∈sx′
R (i, z|j, z′) qj
N + 1
u−x
′
(u− 1)x′−n δx′∈{n−N2 ,...,n+N2 }
=
d∑
j=1
∞∑
x′=−∞
P (i, x|j, x′) qj
N + 1
u−x (u− 1)x−n δx′∈{n−N2 ,...,n+N2 }
=
∑
w
piw
N + 1
u−x (u− 1)x−n δx+auw∈{n−N2 ,...,n+N2 },
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i.e. it maps the Schmidt coefficients of |ΦN 〉 to those of |ΨN 〉.
Finally, for those z′ associated with x′ ∈ {n−N2 , . . . , n+N2 } we have from Eq. (C10) that:
d∑
i=1
n∑
x=0
∑
z∈sx
R (i, z|j, z′) = 1, (C12)
i.e. these columns do actually sum to 1.
c. Construction of a doubly stochastic matrix
Finally we wish to construct a doubly stochastic matrix from R which also maps the Schmidt coefficients of |ΦN 〉
to those of |ΨN〉. This will directly imply the existence of the LOCC protocol, ΛN , taking |ΨN 〉 to |ΦN 〉. We will
denote this matrix by R˜ and construct it as follows:
1. For all z′ associated with x′ ∈ {n−N2 , . . . , n+N2 }, set:
R˜ (i, z|j, z′) := R (i, z|j, z′) . (C13)
2. Define:
ri,z =
d∑
j=1
n+N
2∑
x′=n−N
2
∑
z′∈sx′
R (i, z|j, z′) . (C14)
Then for z′ associated with x′ /∈ {n−N2 , . . . , n+N2 }, set:
R˜ (i, z|j, z′) := 1− ri,z
dM
, (C15)
where M :=
∑n−N
2
x′=0 u
x′ (u− 1)n−x′ +∑nx′=n+N
2
ux
′
(u− 1)n−x′ so dM is the number of columns of R˜ not con-
tained in the support of the Schmidt coefficients of |ΦN〉. In other words, this procedure evenly distributes the
deficit in each row amongst the columns of R˜ not contained in the support of the Schmidt coefficients of |ΦN 〉.
Now, for z′ associated with x′ ∈ {n−N2 , . . . , n+N2 }, we have:
d∑
i=1
n∑
x=0
∑
z∈sx
R˜ (i, z|j, z′) = 1, (C16)
while for all other z′:
d∑
i=1
n∑
x=0
∑
z∈sx
R˜ (i, z|j, z′) =
d∑
i=1
n∑
x=0
∑
z∈sx
1− ri,z
dM
=
dMT
dM
− 1
dM
(dMT − dM)
= 1,
where MT :=
∑n
x=0 u
x (u− 1)n−x so dMT is the total number of columns/rows in R˜. Hence R˜ is stochastic.
By construction, we have that:
d∑
j=1
n∑
x′=0
∑
z′∈sx′
R˜ (i, z|j, z′) = 1. (C17)
Hence R˜ is doubly stochastic.
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Finally, as we have not altered the columns in the support of ΦN , we have that:
d∑
j=1
n+N
2
+aumax∑
x′=n−N
2
−aumax
∑
z∈sx′
R˜ (i, z|j, z′) qj
N + 1
u−x
′
(u− 1)x′−n δx′∈{n−N2 ,...,n+N2 }
=
∑
w
piw
N + 1
u−x (u− 1)x−n δx+auw∈{n−N2 ,...,n+N2 },
so R˜ maps the Schmidt coefficients of |ΦN 〉 to those of |ΨN 〉. Using the results of [19], the existence of such a R˜
implies that we have an LOCC protocol that converts |ΨN〉 into |ΦN 〉.
Appendix D: The large N limit of BLOCC protocols.
Here we show that the state |ΨN 〉 given in Eq. (C4):
|ΨN 〉 =
d∑
i=1
n∑
x=0
√∑
w
piw
N + 1
δx+auw∈{n−N2 ,...,n+N2 }|i, i〉 ⊗ |ex〉, (D1)
tends to a state that is product between system and battery in the limit of large N . To see this, consider the overlap
between |ΨN〉 and the state:
|Ψ˜N 〉 =
d∑
i=1
n∑
x=0
√
pi
n+ 1
|ii〉 ⊗ |ex〉, (D2)
It is given by:
〈Ψ˜N |ΨN 〉 =
d∑
i=1
n∑
x=0
√
pi
n+ 1
∑
w
piw
N + 1
δx+auw∈{n−N2 ,...,n+N2 }
≥
d∑
i=1
n+N
2
−aumax∑
x=n−N
2
+aumax
√
p2i
(n+ 1) (N + 1)
≥n+ 1− 2a
u
max
n+ 1
=
N + 1
N + 1 + 2aumax
(D3)
N→∞−→ 1.
Hence, the fidelity between |Ψ˜N〉 and |ΨN〉 tends to 1. Thus, in the limit of large N , the initial state of the system
tends to the pure state |ψ〉 =∑di=1√pi|ii〉, the reduced state of the system in |Ψ˜N〉.
Note that given a protocol ΛN that converts |ΨN 〉 to |ΦN 〉, if we apply ΛN to |Ψ˜N〉 we will in general create a
mixed state σ˜N . However, as the fidelity is non-decreasing under the application of quantum channels, the fidelity
between |ΦN 〉 and σ˜N will also tend to 1 with increasing N and in addition the reduced state of σ˜N on the system
AB will be increasingly close in fidelity to |φ〉AB .
We can also consider the closeness of the probability distribution:
P˜ (i, x, j, x′) = tr
[
|j〉〈j| ⊗ Px′
∑
m
Mm (|i〉〈i| ⊗ Px) Ψ˜ (|i〉〈i| ⊗ Px)M †m
]
(D4)
to
P (i, x, j, x′) = tr
[
|j〉〈j| ⊗ Px′
∑
m
Mm (|i〉〈i| ⊗ Px) Ψ (|i〉〈i| ⊗ Px)M †m
]
. (D5)
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If the trace distance between Ψ˜ and Ψ, D
(
Ψ, Ψ˜
)
, is ǫ, then as for general ρ and σ we have D (ρ, σ) =
max{Em}D (sm, tm) (where the maximisation is over all POVMS and where sm := tr [Mmρ] and tm := tr [Mmσ]), we
have that: ∑
i,j,x,x′,m
∣∣∣P˜ (i, x, j, x′,m)− P (i, x, j, x′,m)∣∣∣ ≤ ǫ (D6)
where
P (i, x, j, x′,m) = tr
[|j〉〈j| ⊗ Px′Mm (|i〉〈i| ⊗ Px)Ψ (|i〉〈i| ⊗ Px)M †m] (D7)
and P˜ (i, x, j, x′,m) is similarly defined. This implies that∑
x
∣∣∣P˜ (i, x, j, x′)− P (i, x, j, x′)∣∣∣ ≤ ǫ (D8)
and finally that ∣∣∣P˜ (i, j, w)− P (i, j, w)∣∣∣ ≤ ǫ (D9)
so we obtain a similar distribution when applying the LOCC protocol to |Ψ˜〉 as if we had applied it to |Ψ〉.
Appendix E: The 2nd law equality for entanglement
In this section we give the proof of Result 2.
Theorem 1. Given an initial state |ψ〉 with Schmidt coefficients pi and a target state |φ〉 with coefficients qj, the
distribution of entanglement that can be coherently extracted in converting |ψ〉 into |φ〉 under BLOCC satisfies:〈
2w−log qj+log pi
〉
= 1. (E1)
Proof. The proof follows straightforwardly from the constraints on stochastic matrices from Result 1. As we are
considering BLOCC protocols, Eq. (10) holds:∑
j,w
P (i, w|j) 2w = 1, ∀i.
Multiplying this equation by pi and summing over i then gives (with a small rewriting of the conditional probability
distribution): ∑
i,j,w
P (i, j, w)
pi
qj
2w = 1.
Moving the probabilities into the exponent then gives the result.
Appendix F: A quantitative third law of entanglement
Here we give the detailed proof of Result 4. From the majorization criterion, we know that in pure to pure
transitions, the Schmidt rank cannot increase, not even probabilistically [37]. This is essentially the analogue of a
number of results in thermodynamics associated with the 3rd law, where a general statement is that decreasing the
rank of a state requires infinite resources, in the form of infinite work fluctuations, an infinite-sized bath or both [38] .
The particular question that this answers is: what is the infinite resource involved in a potential increase of Schmidt
rank?
Theorem 2. Let pmin and qmin be the smallest Schmidt coefficients of the initial and final states of the system. The
entanglement fluctuations are bounded by ∑
w
2w ≥ qmin
d′pmin
, (F1)
where d′ is the number of nonzero Schmidt coefficients of the final state.
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Proof. We start from Eq. (11) ∑
j,w
P (i0, w|j) qj = pmin, (F2)
with pi0 = pmin. From this we can write
P (i0, w|j) qj ≤ pmin ∀j. (F3)
Plugging this in Eq. (10) we obtain ∑
j,w
pmin
qj
2w ≥ 1, (F4)
from which it follows that
d′
pmin
qmin
∑
w
2w ≥ 1, (F5)
finishing the proof.
From this, we see that if we start in a state with a small lowest probability and transform it into one in which the
probabilities are more uniform, either the magnitude of the biggest entanglement fluctuations will have to be very
large, or there will be a large number of fluctuations. In particular, we see that in the limit in which we are increasing
the Schmidt rank (that is, when pmin → 0), the amount of entanglement which might be required, must diverge.
It is important to notice that our framework, the accuracy of the approximations is limited by the magnitude of
the biggest work fluctuation wmax, as in Eq. (D3). On top of that, the number of possible work fluctuations is limited
by the size of the battery we are using. These two factors hence limit how much can we change a very small Schmidt
coefficient.
Appendix G: Jarzynski’s equality for entanglement
In this section we give the proof of Result 5.
Theorem 3. When the final state is a maximally entangled states of dimension d′, we have:
〈2w〉 = d
d′
, (G1)
with d the dimension of the support of the initial state.
Proof. We again start from Eq. (10): ∑
j,w
P (i, w|j) 2w = 1, ∀i.
We have that P (i, w|j) 1d = P (i, w, j). Hence if we multiply both sides with 1d′ we obtain∑
j,w
P (i, w, j) 2w =
1
d′
, ∀i.
We now sum over the index i, to obtain
∑
i,j,w
P (i, w, j) 2w =
∑
i
1
d′
=
d
d′
.
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Appendix H: Reversed transformations and an entanglement Crooks theorem
1. Crooks’ fluctuation theorem
Here we outline an important result in statistical mechanics for which we are giving an entanglement analogue.
This is Crooks’ theorem, first shown for classical settings in the seminal paper [13], and later extended to quantum
systems by Tasaki [47].
The setting is as follows: a system is in an initial thermal state e
−βH
Z , with Z = tr
[
e−βH
]
. It is then taken out of
equilibrium through some particular protocol (for instance, an unitary process). An amount of work W is consumed
in the process, and this quantity can vary within different runs, giving rise to a probability distribution P (W ). At
the end of the protocol, the Hamiltonian of the system may have changed to H ′.
Then the system is reset to the new thermal equilibrium e
−βH′
Z′ , and a time-reversed protocol is applied to it,
extracting a work distribution P rev(−W ).
Crooks’ theorem then relates the two work distributions via the following relation
P (W )
P rev(−W ) = e
−βW Z
′
Z
. (H1)
This is thus a relation between the work extraction of two different processes starting from thermal equilibrium. It
expresses the fact that extracting positive work along a process has a probability which is exponentially suppressed
with respect to that of extracting a negative amount of work in the reversed process. This way, it can be understood
as a quantitative statement of the irreversibility of thermodynamics.
2. Reversed LOCC
We now proceed to define the analogue of the reversed LOCC protocol from which we will derive an entanglement
version of Crooks’ theorem. The idea is to define a protocol in which the unitaries performed by Bob are not given by
Vm but by their conjugates V
†
m. This then yields a simple relation between the stochastic matrices that correspond
to each of the two processes..
Let us start with Eq. (B3) from Section B:
(Mm ⊗ Vm)|Ψ〉ABA′B′ = √rm |Φ〉ABA′B′ . (H2)
We can rewrite this equation as((
Mm
√
ΨAA′
)
⊗ Vm
)
|ξ〉ABA′B′ = √rm
(√
ΦAA′ ⊗ I
)
|ξ′〉ABA′B′ (H3)
where |ξ〉ABA′B′ =
∑
l |ll〉ABA′B′ and |ξ′〉ABA′B′ =
∑
l |l′l′〉ABA′B′ are the un-normalized maximally entangled states
in the Schmidt basis of the initial and final states.
Thus we also have (using the Choi-Jamio lkowski isomorphism)
Mm
√
ΨAA′
∑
l
|l〉〈l|AA′V †m =
√
rm
√
ΦAA′
∑
l′
|l′〉〈l′|AA′ , (H4)
which is equivalent to the following operator identity in the Hilbert space of AA′
Mm
√
ΨAA′ =
√
rm
√
ΦAA′Vm. (H5)
This gives the polar decomposition of the operator Mm
√
ΨAA′ .
Let us now choose an arbitrary state Φ′AA′ which commutes with ΨAA′ (such that they have the same Schmidt
basis), and define Ψ′AA′ as
Ψ′AA′ =
∑
m
rmVmΦ
′
AA′V
†
m. (H6)
Note that Ψ′AA′ has the same eigenbasis as ΦAA′ while Φ
′
AA′ with the same eigenbasis as ΨAA′ . This follows from the
fact that the unitaries Vm map between the two bases, as can be seen from Eqs. (H2) and (H5).
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These new states allow us to define the following set of positive operators
M revm :=
√
rm
√
Φ′AA′V
†
m
√
Ψ′AA′
−1
, (H7)
where
√
Ψ′AA′
−1
has non-zero support on the support of Ψ′AA′ only, the projector onto which we define as ΠΨ′AA′ .
It is straightforward to check that ∑
m
M rev†m M
rev
m = ΠΨ′
AA′
. (H8)
Thus, together with the projector I−ΠΨ′
AA′
, they form a valid POVM. They also satisfy the following identity:
M rev†m Ψ
′
AA′M
rev
m =
√
rmΦ
′
AA′ , ∀m. (H9)
Note that the outcome given by I−ΠΨ′
AA′
never occurs when acting on Ψ′AA′ .
We now show that these measurement operators give a pure state when applied to |Ψ〉AA′BB′ . Note that
|Φ′m〉 =
1√
rm
(M revm ⊗ I) |Ψ′〉AA′BB′ (H10)
=
(√
Φ′AA′ ⊗ I
) (
V †m ⊗ I
)∑
l′
|l′l′〉ABA′B′ (H11)
so we see that to obtain |Φ′〉AA′BB′ Bob has to implement the particular unitary that maps the initial to the final
Schmidt basis. This unitary is V †m, as seen in Eq. (H11). Hence we have
I⊗ V †m|Φ′m〉 =
√
Ψ′AA′ ⊗ I
∑
l′
V †m ⊗ V †m|l′l′〉ABA′B′ (H12)
=
√
Φ′AA′ ⊗ I
∑
l
|ll〉ABA′B′ = |Ψ′〉AA′BB′ . (H13)
Note that the second line follows from the first because of the definition of V †m in Eq.(H2) we know that V
†
m⊗V †m is the
unitary that maps the initial to the final Schmidt basis in both Alice and Bob simultaneously (up to a permutation
of the elements which may depend on m).
We have thus shown that
M revm ⊗ V †m|Ψ′〉ABA′B′ =
√
rm|Φ′〉ABA′B′ , ∀m (H14)
That is, we have defined a reversed LOCC protocol that takes state |Ψ′〉AA′BB′ to |Φ′〉AA′BB′ . In the next section we
move onto investigating the relationship between the original LOCC transformation and this reversed protocol.
3. Crooks’ theorem for entanglement
In this section we show how the notion of the reversed protocol allows us to derive an entanglement analogue of
Crooks theorem. For simplicity, we shall assume that for the work distributions extracted, wδw is an integer.
Let us assume that we have a sequence of forward protocols that takes |ΨN 〉 → |ΦN 〉 as defined in Eq. (C4) and
Eq. (C5), in which there is a work distribution. The results in Section B imply that we can find a matrix P (i, w|j).
After that, we can use the results of Section C 1 to define P (i, x|j, x′), R (i, z|j, z′) and R˜ (i, z|j, z′). The matrix
R˜ (i, z|j, z′) is the stochastic matrix that changes the Schmidt coefficients of the final state to those of the initial state,
and thus we can write it as
R˜ (i, z|j, z′) = tr [(|i〉〈i| ⊗ |z〉〈z|) Λ∗BB′ (|j〉〈j| ⊗ |z′〉〈z′|)] , (H15)
where Λ∗BB′ (·) is defined as in Eq. (B8).
Let us now define the following matrix
Q (i, x|j, x′) = tr [(|i〉〈i| ⊗ Px) Λ∗BB′ (|j〉〈j| ⊗ sx′)] . (H16)
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For the range of x′ in which the battery has support, that is x′ ∈ {n−N2 ...n+N2 }, this is related to P (i, x|j, x′) as
Q (i, x|j, x′) =
∑
z∈sx,z′∈sx′
u−x
′
(u− 1)x′−n tr [(|i〉〈i| ⊗ |z〉〈z|) Λ∗BB′ (|j〉〈j| ⊗ |z′〉〈z′|)] (H17)
=
∑
z∈sx,z′∈sx′
R˜ (i, z|j, z′) (H18)
=
∑
z∈sx,z′∈sx′
u−x
′
(u− 1)x′−n P (i, x|j, x′) (H19)
= P (i, x|j, x′) . (H20)
The step from the second to the third line only holds in that particular range of z′ (or rather, x′) specified above, in
which R˜(i, z|j, z′) = R(i, z|j, z′).
Thus, using Eq. (C6), we have that
Q(i, x|j, x′) =
∑
w
P (i, w|j)δx′−x, w
δw
. (H21)
within this range of x′.
In the previous section we have seen that the reversed LOCC protocol is such that the mixture of unitaries is the
dual. This motivates the following definition
Qrev (j, x′|i, x) = tr [(|j〉〈j| ⊗ Px′) ΛBB′ (|i〉〈i| ⊗ sx)] . (H22)
This matrix satisfies:
Qrev (j, x′|i, x) = u
x′ (u− 1)n−x′
ux (u− 1)n−x Q (i, x|j, x
′) (H23)
Using Eq. (H21), if we assume that x′ is within the range in which the battery has support, that is x′ ∈{
n−N
2 ....
n+N
2
}
, we have that
Qrev(j, x′|i, x) = u
x′ (u− 1)n−x′
ux (u− 1)n−x
∑
w
P (i, w|j) δx′−x, w
δw
(H24)
=
ux
′
(u− 1)n−x′
ux (u− 1)n−x
∑
w
δx′−x, w
δw
∑
x′′
αx′′ tr
[(|i〉〈i| ⊗ Px′′− w
δw
)
Λ∗BB′ (|j〉〈j| ⊗ sx′′)
]
(H25)
=
∑
w
δx′−x, w
δw
∑
x′′
(
u
u− 1
) w
δw
αx′′ tr
[(|i〉〈i| ⊗ Px′′− w
δw
)
Λ∗BB′ (|j〉〈j| ⊗ sx′′)
]
(H26)
=
∑
w
δx′−x, w
δw
∑
x′′
αx′′ tr
[
(|j〉〈j| ⊗ Px′′) ΛBB′
(|i〉〈i| ⊗ sx′′− w
δw
)]
(H27)
≃
∑
w
δx′−x, w
δw
∑
x′′
αx′′+ w
δw
tr
[(|j〉〈j| ⊗ Px′′+ w
δw
)
ΛBB′ (|i〉〈i| ⊗ sx′′)
]
(H28)
≃
∑
w
δx′−x, w
δw
∑
x′′
αx′′ tr
[(|j〉〈j| ⊗ Px′′+ w
δw
)
ΛBB′ (|i〉〈i| ⊗ sx′′)
]
(H29)
≡
∑
w
P rev (j,−w|i) δx′−x, w
δw
, (H30)
where the approximations are exact in the limit of an ideal battery, and in the last line we have defined P rev (j,−w|i) ≡∑
x′′ αx′′ tr
[(|j〉〈j| ⊗ Px′′+ w
δw
)
ΛBB′ (|i〉〈i| ⊗ sx′′)
]
in analogy to Eq. (B10). This is such that∑
j,w
P rev (j,−w|i) = 1 (H31)
∑
i,w
P rev (j,−w|i) 2−w = 1, (H32)
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which follow from Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) respectively. Because it is a stochastic matrix, it maps an arbitrary probability
distribution to another ∑
i,w
P rev (j,−w|i) q′i = p′j,−w. (H33)
To summarize: given a sequence of forward LOCC protocols, with a matrix Q(i, x|j, x′) that maps the final state
coefficients to the initial state ones, there exists a sequence of reversed protocols as defined in Section H2, with a
matrix given by Qrev(j, x′|i, x) that also maps from the final coefficients to the initial ones. Let us now take a final
state for the protocol to be
|Φ′N 〉 =
d∑
i=1
n∑
x=0
√
q′i
N ′ + 1
δ
x∈
{
n−N′
2
,....,n+N
′
2
}|ii〉 ⊗ |ex〉, (H34)
where N ′ = N−2
∣∣wmax
δw
∣∣, ∣∣wmaxδw ∣∣ is the absolute value of the integer corresponding to the biggest work fluctuation and
N is related to n as per Section C. The reasoning behind choosing the battery support to be in terms of N ′ rather
than N will be explained shortly.
These coefficients are mapped to the following initial state coefficients∑
i,x
Qrev (j, x′|i, x) q
′
i
N ′ + 1
δ
x∈
{
n−N′
2
,....,n+N
′
2
} =
∑
i,x
∑
w
P rev (j,−w|i) δx−x′, w
δw
q′i
N ′ + 1
δ
x∈
{
n−N′
2
,....,n+N
′
2
} (H35)
=
∑
i
∑
w
P rev (j,−w|i) q
′
i
N ′ + 1
δ
x′− w
δw
∈
{
n−N′
2
,....,n+N
′
2
} (H36)
=
∑
w
p′j,−w
N ′ + 1
δ
x′− w
δw
∈
{
n−N′
2
,....,n+N
′
2
} (H37)
Thus in analogy with the results of Section C we conclude that the sequence of reversed protocols maps from the
following initial states
|Ψ′N 〉 =
d∑
j=1
n∑
x′=0
√∑
w
p′j,−w
N ′ + 1
δ
x′− w
δw
∈{n−N′
2
,....,n+N
′
2
}|jj〉 ⊗ |ex′〉, (H38)
to the |Φ′N 〉 given in Eq. (H34). The correction in the support of the battery to the range
{
n−N ′
2 , ....,
n+N ′
2
}
is such
that in the sum Eq. (H38) the variable x′ does not take values outside the range
{
n−N
2 , ....,
n+N
2
}
, which is the
condition needed for Eq. (H24) to hold.
We are now in a position to derive the analogue of Crooks’ theorem. While in thermodynamics the derivation of
Crooks requires that the initial states of both the forward and reverse protocols are thermal, for entanglement we
need to take the final states of both protocols to be maximally entangled (though possibly of different dimensions) so
qj =
1
d and q
′
i =
1
d′ .
The work distributions associated with the forward and reversed processes are then:
P (w) =
∑
i,j
P (i, w|j) 1
d
(H39)
P rev (−w) =
∑
i,j
P rev (j,−w|i) 1
d′
. (H40)
Following from Eq. (H23), it can be seen that they obey the relation
P (w)
P rev (−w) = 2
−w d
′
d
. (H41)
We have thus shown:
Theorem 4. Suppose |ψ〉 BLOCC−→ |ebitd〉 while extracting entanglement {P (w) , w}. Then there exists a state |ψ′〉
such that |ψ′〉 BLOCC
rev
−→ |ebitd′〉 while extracting entanglement {P rev (−w) , w} and where:
P (w)
P rev (−w) = 2
−w d
′
d
. (H42)
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Appendix I: Probabilistic BLOCC transformations and full reversibility of entanglement dilution and
concentration
We previously considered pure state transformations given by Equation (6) where the final state is close to |φ〉AB ⊗
|η′〉A′B′ . We can generalise our results to the case when the final state is given by an ensemble of pure states close to
|φt〉AB ⊗ |ηt〉A′B′ each with probability pt. Or, to put it in a way which holds in the idea limit, where the amount of
entanglement transferred to the battery is a classical random variable pw|t occurring with probability pt and the final
system states are an ensemble |φt〉AB .
Let us call transformations with such an ensemble of pure states, Probabilistic BLOCC. We want to show that
Equations (9)-(11) are still necessary and sufficient, even if the final battery state is allowed to be an ensemble of pure
states. This allows us to apply our results to well known examples such as entanglement concentration, where one
does not have an entanglement battery, and instead one distills some random number of ebits peaked around nS(ψA)
from n copies of |ψ〉AB [3]. Then the case of entanglement concentration corresponds to setting all the |ηt〉A′B′ equal
to the initial state |η〉A′B′ (so the battery is not used in the transformation), and by considering the final system to
be some number of maximally entangled states |φt〉AB = |et〉AB. One can then transfer these ebits into the battery
so that the final state of the system is in a product state, and the battery is in ∆t|η〉A′B′ with probability pt.
To see that (9)-(11) are still necessary and sufficient conditions, we can use a result which follows from [48]:
Lemma 5. Consider an ensemble of pure states |φt〉 occurring with probability pt which can be written in a Schmidt
basis as |φt〉 =
∑
j
√
qj|t|jj〉AB. Consider the average target state, |φ¯〉 =
∑
j
√
qj |jj〉AB where qj =
∑
t ptqj|t. Then
it is possible to transform an initial state |ψ〉AB to the ensemble {|φt〉, pt} under LOCC iff it’s possible to transform
|ψ〉AB into |φ¯〉.
Note that because all states with the same Schmidt coefficients are equivalent under LOCC, we can write |φt〉 using
the same Schmidt basis without loss of generality.
Now, to see that Equations (9)-(11) are necessary under Probabilistic BLOCC, consider an ensemble of possible
work and final state distributions, which we can characterize by the probability distributions {P (w, j|i, t), pt}, with
the ensemble of final states arbitrarily close to a pure state ensemble which we denote by {pt, |φt〉 ⊗ |ηt〉}, each with
Schmidt coefficients
√
qjx′|t [(u − 1)/u]x′/2. (In the rest of this section we omit the factor [(u − 1)/u]x′/2.) We can
write the process map which takes pxi to qx′j|t as P (j, x′|i, x, t) = P (w = [x′ − x]δw, j|i, t). Then, due to Lemma
5, we know that one can transform the initial state into this ensemble, only if one can transform it into the average
target state with Schmidt coefficients
√∑
t qjx′|tpt. Since we can take
∑
t qjx′|tpt = qjx′ , the transformation into the
ensemble can only be accomplished if we can transform into the pure state with Schmidt coefficients
√
qjx′ of the
average state. The necessary conditions for pure state transformations, Equations (9)-(11) then apply.
To see that (9)-(11) are sufficient, we want that given any P (w, j|i) that satisfies them, one can transform the initial
state into any ensemble given by the process map P (w, j|i, t) as long as P (w, j|i) = ∑t P (w, j|i, t)pt. Now, every
P (w, j|i, t) can be considered as a process which takes the initial state with Schmidt coefficients pix to a final state
with Schmidt coefficients qjx′|t, which we can convert to a P (x′, j|i, x, t) as was done in Equation (C6). We can then
see that P (x′, j|i, x) = ∑t P (x′, j|i, x, t)pt, and that qjx′ = ∑t qjx′|tpt gives the Schmidt coefficients for the average
state corresponding to the final ensemble given by qjx′|t. Lemma 5 then guarantees that we can create this ensemble.
Now, in known dilution protocols, the amount of entanglement does not fluctuate, while the original entanglement
concentration [3] protocol, is one where the final amount of entanglement does fluctuate, but probabilistically rather
than coherently. Nonetheless, due to the results in this section, Result 1 still holds. In the protocol, of concentration,
one starts with n copies of
|ψ〉AB = √p|00〉AB +
√
1− p|11〉AB (I1)
and we want to concentrate them into t copies
|φ〉AB = 1√
2
(|00〉AB + |11〉AB) . (I2)
This can be done by having Alice perform a measurement onto projectors Pt =
∑
v∈t |v〉〈v| where v are strings in
the Schmidt basis and t is the set of all strings which have t 1’s (called the typecast). Since all strings which have
the same typecast have equal probability, this projects the state into a maximally entangled one. The amount of
entanglement gained t is nS(ψA) on average but has to satisfy the fluctuation theorems presented here. And in fact,
as we have shown, all other concentration schemes must also.
For entanglement dilution, existing protocols are not optimal, but using an entanglement battery, not only can
one perform dilution on the single copy level, but also, the total yield can be improved and made optimal. Take for
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example, the teleportation protocol of [3], where Alice performs Schumacher compression [49] on her half of the n
copies of her local state so that it sits on only k = nS(ψA) + O(
√
n) qubits. She then teleports her state to Bob,
using k ebits. While the average number of ebits consumed is equal to S(ψA), the total number requires an additional
amount of order
√
n. This is due to the compression step, which although asymptotically efficient in terms of an
average rate (k/n), wastes order
√
n ebits. Likewise, the more sophisticated protocol of [50] also relies on compression
and teleportation, using up O(
√
n) more ebits than strictly needed. Dilution and concentration are thus not strictly
reversible, since in concentration, the average is peaked around S(ψA) but the amount fluctuates and can be both
more or less than the average. However, using the entanglement battery, entanglement dilution can be performed in
such a way that it is reversible, not only in the sense that the average amount of ebits consumed/produced do not
differ by O(1/
√
n), but also in the sense that all the moments and the fluctuations are the same (as can be seen by
applying Result 3) which implies full reversibility.
Appendix J: An estimate of the battery size
Here we give an example of a transition for which only a small battery is needed. For that we need the following
lemma.
Lemma 6. In a BLOCC protocol with a battery of finite size N , we have that
F (trA′B′ [|ΦN 〉〈ΦN |], trA′B′ [σ˜]) ≥ 1
1 +
2au
max
N+1
, (J1)
where F (ρ, σ) is the quantum fidelity. The state σ˜ is defined as the output of the protocol when an initial product state
between system and battery |Ψ˜N 〉 is the input (as defined in Eq. (D2)) and aumax is defined in Eq. (C3). We recall that
|ΦN 〉 is a final state of the finite-sized LOCC transition as in Eq. (C5). The marginals are over the system Hilbert
space AB.
Proof. Starting from Eq. (D3), we have that the initial states |ΨN 〉 and |Ψ˜N 〉 are close by
|〈Ψ˜N |ΨN 〉| ≥ 1
1 +
2aumax
N+1
(J2)
Given the monotonicity property of the fidelity under CPTP maps, this quantity lower bounds that of the final states
Λ(|ΨN 〉〈ΨN |) = |ΦN 〉〈ΦN | and Λ(Ψ˜N) = σ˜
F (|ΦN 〉〈ΦN |, σ˜) =
√
〈ΦN |σ˜|ΦN 〉 ≥ |〈Ψ˜N |ΨN 〉| (J3)
The fidelity between states can also only increase if we trace out the battery and focus on the system only
F (trA′B′ [|ΦN 〉〈ΦN |], trA′B′ [σ˜]) ≥ F (|ΦN 〉〈ΦN |, σ˜), (J4)
thus we get to the expression
F (trA′B′ [|ΦN 〉〈ΦN |], trA′B′ [σ˜]) ≥ 1
1 +
2aumax
N+1
. (J5)
The inequality in this lemma allows us to estimate how far we are from the ideal infinite battery case, in which all
the different initial and final states coincide.
That is, to have a high fidelity, of at least 1−ǫ, the tradeoff between the size of the battery and the desired accuracy
is
1
1 +
2aumax
N+1
≥ 1− ǫ. (J6)
We see that the parameter aumax fixes the trade-off between size and fidelity. It is defined in Eq. (C3), and is used to
be able to approximate arbitrary values of w, so there is not a general upper bound for it. However, good particular
choices of w, such as multiples of log uu−1 with u integer, yield low a
u
max, and hence a good trade-off too.
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As a simple example, let us take a reversible transformation, in which w ≡ wij = log piqj . In such processes
wmax = max {D∞(p|q), D∞(q|p)}, where we define the Renyi-∞ divergence as D∞(p|q) := log supi(piqi ). We choose
an initial state with coefficients p = (1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/8) and a final state with q = (1/4, 1/4, 1/4, 1/4), for which we
have wmax = log 2, and a choice of u = 2 yields a
u
max = 1.
Thus the states are
|ΨN 〉 =
√
1
2
|00〉 ⊗
n+N
2∑
x=n−N
2
1
N + 1
|ex−1〉+
√
1
4
|11〉 ⊗
n+N
2∑
x=n−N
2
1
N + 1
|ex〉 (J7)
+
√
1
8
(|22〉+ |33〉)⊗
n+N
2∑
x=n−N
2
1
N + 1
|ex+1〉 (J8)
|ΦN 〉 =
√
1
4
(|00〉+ |11〉+ |22〉+ |33〉)⊗
n+N
2∑
x′=n−N
2
√
1
N + 1
|ex′〉 (J9)
For this case, to achieve a fidelity of at least 1 − ǫ = 0.85, it is sufficient to take N ≥ 11, and hence a battery
consisting of n ≡ N + 2aumax ≥ 13 systems. We also note that the dimension of the Hilbert space of the individual
systems of the battery is 2u− 1, so in this case the Hilbert space of each of these is C3 ⊗ C3.
